It was a wonderful evening of entertainment! We love bringing
high-quality entertainment like you to our little theatre!”
--Bryce Mayer/Director, The Park Theatre—North Vernon, IN
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ü The Lore and The Lure of the Legends!
Nothing becomes a legend more than the ability to attract(and to connect with) a vast, diverse audience over the
span of multiple generations. Consequently, in this age of artificially created American idols, where borderline
freaks and oddballs flail about in a battle for 15-minutes of fleeting notoriety, one can't help yearning for the days
of authentic musical stars and their timeless artistry. Indeed, studies have proven that the genuine appeal of
these show biz icons has never waned, and in fact, has been expanding more rapidly as we pass further away from
that vaunted era when a TRUE star could step onto a stage and command an audience for 2 hours without relying
upon the shallow spectacles of garish pyrotechnics, gaudy costumes, vulgar antics, and obscenities.
The small cadre of revered performers with this rare, magnetic ability are members of an elite club known as "The
Chairman's Board." Many (such as Crosby and Garland) are long gone, but are more popular (and sell more
product) now than when they were alive. Others who are still around (such as Bennett and Mathis) continue to be
relevant trend-setters with thriving careers and legions of loyal fans of all ages. Each beloved member of "The
Chairman's Board" has a unique, inspiring story of success and a time-tested musical legacy that is unrivaled by
even the best of today's performers. In short, "The Chairman's Board" represents the highest standard for classy
entertainment and musical excellence ever known, and through the extraordinary talents of America's acclaimed
Pop Standards Sensation Peter Oprisko, they can all be savored via this awesome concert presentation!

ü Meet the Board Members!
Louis Armstrong

Judy Garland

Bing Crosby

Johnny Mathis

Rosemary Clooney

Dean Martin

Sammy Davis, Jr.

Nat King Cole

Tony Bennett

Bobby Darin

Mel Torme

Ella Fitzgerald

Frank Sinatra

Perry Como

Doris Day

ü The Accompaniment Options!
Piano up to Octet (4 rhythm and 4 horns).

BOOKINGS: (708) 226-9910 Email: bookings@peteroprisko.com

www.peteroprisko.com

